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TRAKnet’s NEW e-prescription platform designed for
the modern podiatric practice!
NEMO Rx is an e-prescribing platform that contains many upgrades and enhancements that have
been requested by TRAKnet users. This new design will make writing a prescription faster, easier,
and more effective… and it is included with all TRAKnet subscriptions.

TAKE A LOOK AT THE DIFFERENCE:
Current

FEATURE

e-prescribing
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It’s Mobile! Prescribe from your phone, tablet or any
web browser when away from the office and your
computer.
Pharmacy Benefits Manager (PBM) | Pull a patients
history of ALL medications written by ANY doctor, to see
what you have been missing and didn’t know that your
patient was taking (this includes medications not
covered by insurances).
Real Time Rx Benefit | Find out immediately what the
patient will pay at the pharmacy (co-pays, deductibles,
potential cost to the patient when they pick up their
medications) and the ability to compare pharmacy
pricing.
EPCS | Enroll and use a mobile device app to authorize
writing controlled substances electronically.
Cancellation/Change Request | Cancel or alter a
prescription electronically prior to the patient picking up
the prescription. The pharmacy can also electronically
request a change to the prescription to the doctor.
Multiple Patients | Staff are able to write a prescription
and place it on hold for the doctors to review before
submission. Bulk sending or individual sending improving workflow!
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Information and tips on upgrading to TRAKnet’s new
e-prescribing platform.
NEMO Rx is written with the most up to date programming code as mandated by best practices. As a
result, with the advancement of features and coding, there are some nuances that you need to adjust
to. As you will read below, many are temporary and need to be performed only once on a patient:
Patient past medication and allergies | Many of our clients have old databases, and as such, it becomes
impossible to map “one to one” the past medications and allergies currently in your database to our updated
master list. The new prescription platform will require you to re-enter this information once you open that
patient in NEMO Rx to write a prescription. For your convenience, a window will be available that provides you
with the old data (printable). From there, you need only enter it the first time you open that patient to write a
prescription. From that point forward, the medications and allergies will always be present.
Patient favorite pharmacy | How the modern e-world maps pharmacies requires you to choose the patient’s
preferred pharmacy only the first time you write a prescription for that patient. Remember, you can also create
a list of practice favorite pharmacies.
Embedded AI (artificial intelligence) | NEMO Rx learns your patients as you write a note or open their chart in
TRAKnet. You can access the prescription module from all the usual spots in TRAKnet. Once you have opened a
patient’s chart once in TRAKnet, NEMO Rx takes it from there and learns about your patient. If you want to use
NEMO Rx from a mobile device, it will be required that the patient’s chart be opened at least once after the
NEMO Rx installation. This will naturally occur over time to give you full access to writing a script from any web
browser at home or on the road.
NEMO Rx Refills | During the NEMO Rx learning period, the program might receive refill requests for patients
that it has not seen in your database (until you open that patient once). If this happens, you will see a refill
request on NEMO Rx while it also tells you that it is unable to map or find this patient. The solution is simple,
and you only need to do this once. Simply open the patient chart in TRAKnet, press the RX button and let NEMO
Rx find your patient and then you can authorize the refill, reject it, or write a new prescription.

Congratulations on modernizing
your practice by adopting
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